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Abstract 

Recently, we have proposed new fingerprint 

templates based on the 1D discrete fractional 

Fourier, cosine and sine transforms (DFRT, DFCT 

and DFST) in order to realize the fingerprint 

recognition system with high recognition accuracy 

and high robustness against attacks. In this study, 

the generation condition of the fingerprint templates, 

i.e., a range of the transforms’ orders, pi, is

investigated in more detail to realize higher 

recognition accuracy. In addition, the EERs and the 

robustness are compared between the cases that a 

set of the transforms’ orders is changed for each 

person and the set is unchanged for each person. As 

a result, in the case that the set is changed for each 

person, the most appropriate templates can be 

obtained as the phase distributions (PDs) of the 

DFCTs and the DFSTs under the condition that 0.0< 

pi ≤0.3 and 0.0< pi ≤0.5.The EER is an order of 10
-7

%

and fully smaller than that (2.45%) of the original 

fingerprint images. On the other hand, in the case 

that the set is unchanged for each person, the PDs of 

the DFCTs is the most appropriate templates under 

the condition that 0.0< pi ≤0.3. The EER is 3.81% and 

a little bit higher than that of the original fingerprint 

images. The PSNRs are an order of several dB for 

both of the cases and it is found that proposed 

fingerprint templates have fully high robustness. 

1. Introduction

Individual recognition using the biological 

information has been recently increasing 

everywhere, for example, in the automatic logging 

into a PC, the immigration at the airport, and so on. 

In particular, the fingerprint recognition system has 

been widely used because of its high reliability and 

reasonable price [1]. In general, enrolled fingerprint 

images are stored as templates in the database 

referred in the fingerprint recognition process. The 

information of the templates should be hidden to 

keep individual biological information secret. Many 

methods have been recently proposed, for example, 

the biometric cryptosystems [2]-[5], the cancellable 

fingerprint templates [6]-[10], and so on. However, 

in these methods, since the minutia-based templates 

are basically used, the recognition accuracy tends to  

become low in comparison with that of the image-

based templates. 

In order to realize the fingerprint templates with 

high recognition accuracy and high robustness 

against attacks, we have first proposed a new 

generation method for the templates based on the 

DFRT [11]. In our method, the 1D DFRTs with 

different transforms’ orders were applied to the 1D 

data extracted from the 2D original fingerprint image 

in a specific direction. Moreover, the fingerprint 

templates based on the DFCT and the DFST have 

also been proposed and evaluated the properties [12], 

[13]. In these studies [11]-[13], however, the genuine 

distributions were obtained from the fingerprint 

templates generated from the fingerprint data to 

which Gaussian random noise was added, though the 

genuine fingerprint images should have been used in 

nature. 

In the previous study [14], the genuine 

fingerprint data in the database named DB_1 of the 

FVC 2002 [1] were used to obtain more accurate 

genuine distribution. As a result, it was found that 

the most appropriate fingerprint templates are the 

amplitude distributions (ADs) of the DFCTs and 

DFSTs of the original fingerprint images under that 

condition that the range of the transforms’ orders is 

0.1≤pi≤1.0. The robustness of the generated 

fingerprint templates was also evaluated by use of 

the PSNR and it was found that the generated 

fingerprint templates have high robustness.  

However, a set of the transforms’ orders was 

changed for different fingers, i.e., person to person. 

This means that, in the process of the recognition or 

enrollment based on our method, each person would 

need to have an IC card where the information about 

a set of the transforms’ orders is recorded. 

In this study, the generation condition of the 

fingerprint templates to realize high recognition 

accuracy, i.e., the range of the transforms’ orders, is 

investigated in more detail. In addition, the case that 

a set of the transforms’ orders is unchanged for 

different fingers is investigated and compared with 

the case that a set of the transforms’ orders is 

changed for different fingers. In the situation that a 

set of the transforms’ orders is unchanged for 

different fingers, an IC card where a set of the 

transforms’ orders is recorded would not be needed 
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and lead to more excellent biometrics because only 

his or her finger is needed. 

 

2. Appropriate image size extracted from 

original fingerprint images 
 

Fig. 1(a) shows an example of the original 

fingerprint images used in the FVC2002 [1]. It is one 

of the images in the database named Db_1 and has a 

size of 388 by 374 pixels and 500dpi. In the database, 

there are 800 images, i.e., 8 impressions for 100 

fingers. In this study, the fingerprint images of 26 

fingers having more than two cores were excluded. 

The fingerprints without cores were also excluded.  

As a result, 557 images for 74 fingers were selected. 

The cores’ coordinates were obtained by the software 

named Verifinger [15]. Fig. 1(b) shows the extracted 

fingerprint image from Fig. 1(a). It has a size of 96 by 

96 pixels and its central coordinate corresponds to the 

core’s one of Fig. 1(a). The grayscale was also 

binarized by Verifinger. 

For the 557 extracted fingerprint images, the 

EER [16] was investigated by use of the peak value 

(PV) of the normalized correlation function (NCF) 

between the two images, D1 and D2. The PV can be 

defined as  

 

                                                                                       

(1) 

 

 

where D1(m,n) and D2(m,n) are the grayscales of D1 

and D2 at (m,n), respectively, and the size of the 

images is M by N pixels. 

First of all, a basic fingerprint image which has 

the smallest average grayscale value was selected 

from 8 impressions (i.e., 8 genuine fingerprint 

images) for each finger. As mentioned above, there 

were 74 fingers so that the frequency of the impostor 

distribution was 74C2=2,701. Next, the alignments of 

other genuine fingerprint images were also conducted 

using rotation and shift with the basic fingerprint 

image. The rotation alignment was conducted using 

the information about the PV of the NCF between the 

two images. The shift alignment was conducted using 

the information about the difference between the 

core’s and PV’s coordinates. The frequency of the 

genuine distribution was 1,836. 

As a result, as shown in Table 1, it was found that 

the minimum EER is 2.45% under the condition that 

the size of the extracted images is 96 by 96 pixels.  

Moreover, on the basis of the PSNR expressed in 

terms of 

 

[dB],          (2) 

                                                                                                                                   

where RMSE means the root-mean square error of 

the two different images, the EERs were also 

obtained as shown in Table 1. In general, if the value 

of PSNR is smaller than 20dB, then these two 

images may be regarded as different.  

From this table, it was found that the minimum 

EER is 5.15% under the condition that the size of the 

extracted images is 64 by 64 pixels. In this study, the 

appropriate fingerprint image size could be selected 

as 96 by 96 pixels because the EER based on PV has 

the minimum value. 

 

(a)                                               (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. An example of fingerprint images. (a) 
Original fingerprint image named 1_1.tiff in Db1_a 
of the FVC2002, with a size of 388 by 374 pixels 
and 500 dpi. (b) Fingerprint image extracted from 
(a) with a size of 96 by 96 pixels and binarized by 
Verifinger. The central coordinate corresponds to 
the core’s one of (a). (b) is also called the basic 
fingerprint image for the finger 1 

 

 
Table 1. EERs based on the PV of the NCF and the 

PSNR for various extraction sizes of the 
fingerprint images 

 

 

Size (pixels) 

EER (%) 

based on PV 

EER (%) 

based on PSNR 

32 32 12.2 12.5 

64 64 3.83 5.15 

96 96 2.45 5.46 

128 128 2.83 7.92 

 

3. Generation method for proposed 

fingerprint templates based on DFCT 

and DFST 
 

3.1. DFCT and DFST 
 

The FRT is regarded as the generalization of a 

conventional Fourier transform (FT). The FRT of 1D 

input data u(x) is defined as [17] 
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where 2/ p , p being the FRT’s order, and s is a 

constant.  When p takes a value of 4n+1, n being an 

integer, the FRT data up(xp) corresponds to the 

conventional FT data. (3) can be easily calculated 

numerically by a computer [18] (i.e., DFRT). 
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The DFRT is defined as 
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where δx and δxp are the sampling periods in x and xp 

spaces, m and n are integers, and N is the number of 

samples. In addition, the DFRT can be expressed in 

terms of a combination of the DFCT of the even 

input function of u and the DFST of the odd input 

function of u, and given by [19] 

 

                                                   , (5)           

 

where p denotes the DFRT’s, DFCT’s and DFST’s 

orders simultaneously. p is called the transform’s 

order in the following. 

 

3.2. Examples of proposed fingerprint 

templates 

 
In order to obtain the fingerprint templates, the 

1D DFCTs in the transverse lines of the extracted 

(and aligned) fingerprint images were performed by 

changing the transforms’ orders uniformly and 

randomly in different transverse lines. The left-hand 

side of Fig.2 shows the same image as Fig. 1(b) and 

each line indicates 20th, 50th or 80th transverse line 

where the transform’s order is given by p20, p50 or p80. 

Basically, p20 ≠ p50 ≠ p80, i.e., pi ≠ pj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 96)  if  i 

≠ j. The right-hand side of the figure shows an 

example of the PD of the DFCT with p20, p50 or p80 in 

each line. 

As an example, the transforms’ orders, pi, were 

changed uniformly and randomly between 0.0 and 0.3, 

i.e., 0.0<pi ≤0.3, for Fig. 1(b) to obtain fingerprint 

templates. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are the PDs of the 

DFCTs and the DFSTs, respectively. These obtained 

templates have a size of 96 by 96 pixels. From these 

figures, it was found that the obtained templates look 

like random patterns. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Method for generating the fingerprint 
template. The left-hand side of the figure shows 

the same image as Fig.1(b) and each line 
indicates 20th, 50th or 80th transverse line where 
the transform’s order is p20, p50 or p80. The right-
hand side of the figure shows an example of the 

PD of the DFCT with p20, p50 or p80 in each line 

 
 

(a)                                      (b)  

                  
 

Figure 3. Examples of the fingerprint templates 
corresponding to the PDs of the DFCTs and 

DFSTs of Fig.1(b), respectively. The orders were 
changed uniformly and randomly with a range of 
0.0<pi ≤0.3. The size of these images is 96 by 96 

pixels 
 

In the next section, the EERs of the obtained 

fingerprint templates, i.e., the recognition accuracy, 

would be analysed quantitatively in order to decide 

the kinds of transforms (DFCT and DFST) and the 

range of the transforms’ orders appropriately. 

 

4. Basic ideas of the fingerprint 

recognition systems based on proposed 

templates 
 

Fig.4 shows one of the ideas of the fingerprint 

recognition system based on our proposed fingerprint 

templates. Each person has to have an ID card where 

a set of the transforms’ orders is recorded. In the 

recognition, each person needs his or her ID card and 

finger. A set of the transforms’ orders is different 

from person to person. However, in this method, 

there is a defect that the merit of biometrics is not be 

used fully. 

Fig.5 also shows the other idea of the fingerprint 

recognition system based on our proposed fingerprint 

templates. Each person does not need to have an ID 

card where a set of the transforms’ orders is recorded. 

In the recognition, each person only needs his or her 

finger. A set of the transforms’ order is recorded to 

the fingerprint recognition system.  

In the following section, the EERs of our 

proposed templates are investigated in cases of Figs. 

4 and 5, respectively.  

 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Basic idea of the fingerprint recognition 
system using proposed templates in the case that 
each person has to have an IC card where a set of 

the transforms’ orders is recorded 

ppp DFSTipDFCTDFRT )2/exp( 
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Figure 5. Basic idea of the fingerprint recognition 
system using proposed templates in the case that 
fingerprint recognition system has only one set of 

the transforms’ orders. Therefore, each person 
does not need to have an IC card where a set of 

the transforms’ orders is recorded 

 

5. EER of proposed fingerprint templates 
 

In this section, first, the behavior of the EERs of 

the fingerprint templates is investigated in case of 

Fig.4, that is, different sets of the transforms’ orders 

for different fingers. The EERs are obtained based on 

the PV of the NCF. Next, the behavior of the EERs 

of the fingerprint templates is also investigated in 

case of Fig.5, that is, same set of the transforms’ 

orders for different fingers. Finally, the appropriate 

generation condition of the templates would be 

indicated. 

 

5.1. In case of different sets of transforms’ 

orders for different fingers 
 

Table 2 shows the result for various ranges of the 

transforms’ orders. The order of zero was excluded 

because it corresponds to no transform for the 

original fingerprint image. From this tables, it is 

found that the values of the EERs of the fingerprint 

templates are fully smaller than that (i.e., 2.45%) of 

the original fingerprint images. This means that the 

proposed fingerprint templates have much higher 

recognition accuracy than that of the original 

fingerprint images. In particular, it is understood that 

the EER has the smallest value, i.e., the orders of 10
-7

, 

in case of the DFCT and the DFST when the ranges 

of the transforms’ orders are 0.0< pi ≤0.3 and 0.0< pi 

≤0.5. 

 
Table 2. EERs(%) for the proposed fingerprint 

templates in case of different sets of the 
tramsforms’ orders for different fingers 

 

 DFCT DFST 

0.0< pi ≤1.0 4.59×10
-4 4.96×10

-4 

0.1≤ pi ≤1.0 1.01×10
-3 9.94×10

-4 

0.3≤ pi ≤1.0 8.51×10
-3 9.23×10

-3 

0.5≤ pi ≤1.0 9.37×10
-2 9.45×10

-2 

0.7≤ pi ≤1.0 1.88 1.92 

0.0< pi ≤0.1 1.73×10
-6 1.81×10

-6 

0.0< pi ≤0.3 5.17×10
-7 5.63×10

-7 

0.0< pi ≤0.5 6.78×10
-7 4.58×10

-7 

0.0< pi ≤0.7 4.32×10
-6 4.17×10

-6 

 

5.2. In case of same set of transforms’ orders 

for different fingers 
 

In the previous subsection, a set of the transforms’ 

orders was changed for each different finger, i.e., 

person to person. This means that each person needs 

an IC card or something where the information about 

the set was recorded, when the recognition or the 

enrollment is conducted. However, such an IC card 

had better not be used to make use of a merit of 

biometrics. Therefore, the EER is investigated in the 

case that only one set of transforms’ orders is used for 

different fingers. In this case, the information about 

the set could be installed in the recognition or 

enrollment system. 

Table 3 shows the result. From this tables, it is 

found that the values of the EERs of the fingerprint 

templates have almost the same order as that (i.e., 

2.45%) of the original fingerprint images. This means 

that the proposed fingerprint templates have almost 

the same recognition accuracy as that of the original 

fingerprint images. In particular, it is understood that 

the EER has the smallest value (i.e., 3.81%) in the 

case of the DFCT when 0.0< pi ≤0.3. Because this 

value is a little bit larger than that of the original 

fingerprint images, the method for minimizing the 

EER should be considered.  

 
Table 3. EERs(%) for the proposed fingerprint 

templates in case of same set of the tramsforms’ 
orders for different fingers 

 

 DFCT DFST 

0.0< pi ≤1.0 4.57 4.57 

0.1≤ pi ≤1.0 4.78 4.69 

0.3≤ pi ≤1.0 5.18 5.11 

0.5≤ pi ≤1.0 5.87 5.94 

0.7≤ pi ≤1.0 7.25 7.16 

0.0< pi ≤0.1 3.94 3.95 

0.0< pi ≤0.3 3.81 3.90 

0.0< pi ≤0.5 3.85 3.83 

0.0< pi ≤0.7 3.83 3.88 
 

6. Robustness of proposed fingerprint 

templates 
 

The robustness of the proposed fingerprint 

templates was analyzed by use of the PSNR between 

the extracted (and aligned) fingerprint image and the 

inverse-transformed image of the fingerprint 

template. The inverse-transformed image was 

obtained under the condition that inverse transform’s 

order was the same as the transform’s one in each 

transverse line. 

Fig. 6 shows the examples of the inversed-

transformed images of the proposed templates shown 

in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) and the PSNRs are 5.98dB and 
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5.96dB, respectively. Therefore, it is found that the 

proposed fingerprint templates have high robustness. 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

             
 

Figure 6. Examples of the inversed-transformed 
images of the proposed templates shown in Figs. 

3(a) and 3(b) 
 

In order to evaluate the robustness of the 

proposed fingerprint templates quantitatively, the 

averaged PSNRs were calculated for the proposed 

fingerprint templates, i.e., 557 PDs of the DFCTs 

and 557 PDs of the DFSTs, when the range of the 

transforms’ orders was 0.0<pi≤0.3, in case of 

different sets of pi for different fingers. As a result, 

the averaged PSNRs of the PDs of the DFCTs and 

DFSTs became 5.98dB and 5.99dB, respectively.  

The averaged PSNRs were also calculated in case 

of only one set of pi  for different fingers. As a result, 

the averaged PSNRs of the PDs of the DFCTs and 

DFSTs became the same value of 6.02dB. 

Therefore, it is understood that the proposed 

fingerprint template could not be easily restored to 

the extracted (and aligned) fingerprint images even if 

the information about the transforms’ orders is used. 

In this way, we can say that the proposed fingerprint 

templates have fully high robustness. 

 

7. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, the fingerprint templates generated 

by the DFCT and the DFST have been evaluated. 

Specifically, the generated fingerprint templates 

corresponded to the PDs of the 1D DFCTs and 

DFSTs with different transforms’ orders for the 

grayscale distributions in different transverse lines of 

the extracted (and aligned) fingerprint image. In 

particular, the cases of different sets of the 

transforms’ orders for different persons and only one 

set of the transforms’ orders for different persons 

were compared to each other from the viewpoint of 

the EERs based on the PV of the NCF. 

As a result, it has been found that the appropriate 

condition is 0.0< pi ≤0.3 and 0.0< pi ≤0.5 in case of 

different sets of the transforms’ orders for different 

persons. The order of the EERs is 10
-7

 for PDs of the 

DFCTs and the DFSTs and fully smaller that 

(2.45%) of the original fingerprint images. However, 

in case of only one set of the transforms’ orders for 

different persons, the minimum EER is 3.81% for 

PDs of the DFCTs when 0.0< pi ≤0.3 and a little bit 

larger than that of the original fingerprint images. In 

addition, the robustness related to the security of the 

generated templates is fully high, i.e., the PSNR is an 

order of several dB, for both of the two cases.  

As a further study, how to minimize the EER 

without using the IC card should be considered well, 

for example, by generating a set of the transforms’ 

orders based on the information about the 

fingerprint’s minutiae of each person. 
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